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n alters the spatial distribution and
metal adsorption of extracellular polymeric
substances in waste-activated sludge

Ying Liu, abc Wenzhou Lv,c Siqing Xiaab and Zhiqiang Zhang*ab

Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) extracted from waste-activated sludge (WAS) have the potential to

remove heavy metal ions from wastewater; both the spatial distribution and metal adsorption of EPS from

WAS after nitrogen aeration were systematically investigated in this study. Compared with air aeration,

nitrogen aeration significantly improved the contents of proteins (PN) and polysaccharides (PS) in the

Slime-EPS (S-EPS) and loosely-bound EPS (LB-EPS), significantly increased the PS content, and slightly

increased the PN content in the tightly-bound EPS (TB-EPS). The variations in the fluorescence

intensities (FI) of the peaks I and II for the S-EPS, LB-EPS and TB-EPS were basically consistent with the

abovementioned variations in the concentrations of these EPS. Notably, nitrogen aeration dramatically

improved the content of protein-like substances in the LB-EPS. For the same aeration time, the Pb2+

reclamation rates obtained by the LB-EPS extracted from the nitrogen-aerated WAS were much higher

than those achieved by the LB-EPS extracted from the air-aerated WAS. The FTIR analyses further

indicated that nitrogen aeration improved the contents of the functional groups, especially –OH,

–COOH and –NH2, responsible for binding heavy metals, in both the LB-EPS and TB-EPS. The SEM

analyses verified that the nitrogen scours contributed to the EPS release, and Pb2+ reclamation was

achieved via the attachment of Pb2+ onto the edge of the EPS. The influences of the nitrogen aeration

on the spatial distribution and metal adsorption of the EPS in WAS were revealed for the first time in this

study. Thus, this study lays the foundation for the application of nitrogen aeration in the resource

utilization of WAS.
1. Introduction

With the rapid development of municipal wastewater treatment
plants (WWTPs), a signicant amount of waste-activated sludge
(WAS) has been produced in recent decades.1 Therefore, WAS
disposal has become a big issue in the management of WWTPs.
Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) are the main compo-
nents in the activated sludge, which are a complex mixture of
high-molecular-weight biomolecules, including proteins (PN),
polysaccharides (PS), humic substances, nucleic acids, and
lipids, surrounding the microbial cells.2 The rational utilization
of EPS would be a promising approach to reclaim the WAS. The
EPS have been reported to be used as a biosorbent for the
reclamation of heavy metals from wastewater3,4 because they
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possess high quantities of binding groups, such as carboxyl,
hydroxyl, amino, phosphate, and sulphate, in their composi-
tions. Most of these functional groups are negatively charged at
neutral pH, which can bind with specic metal ions to form
organometallic complexes. Generally, the biosorbent is always
harvested from particular microbes through pure culture
cultivation, which expends large amounts of media or nutrition,
and the cost is oen signicantly high. Therefore, cost-effective
biosorbents are attracting signicant attention all over the
world nowadays.2,5

WAS produced by WWTPs, containing a signicant amount
of natural organic macromolecule substances, is regarded as
a good source of biosorbents.6 Some types of microorganisms in
the WAS can degrade the organic pollutants in wastewater and
excrete EPS under aerobic conditions.7 Multiple factors, such as
the substrate type, nutrition concentration, cell growth phase,
and particular substances, affect the yields of the EPS.8–11 For
example, under steady-state conditions, the PN content in the
EPS extracted from the sludge, which was used in the treatment
of winery or municipal wastewater, was higher than that in the
cases of pulp-paper, textile, and petrochemical wastewater.8

This indicated that the origin of the wastewater affected the
composition of the EPS extracted from the WAS. Furthermore,
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 33981–33989 | 33981
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the ratio of carbon to nitrogen (C/N) in wastewater can impact
the proportion of PN to PS in the EPS. The EPS contains higher
PN but lower PS at the C/N ratio of 5. However, the PN content
reduced dramatically, whereas the PS content increased when
the C/N ratio was increased to 40.9 The EPS yield also strictly
depended on the growth phase of the bacterial cells. The effects
of the growth phase on the EPS yields varied with the cultivation
time. In the exponential growth phase, the EPS production
increased with the cultivation time. Conversely, it decreased
with the extension of the cultivation time in the stationary
phase.10 Moreover, toxic substances in the wastewater affected
the PN proportion in the EPS. At a specic low concentration,
the increase in the PN content far surpassed that of the other
components in the EPS. However, when the toxic substances
reached a threshold concentration, the promotion of the EPS
yield became less signicant.11

The short-time aerobic digestion (STAD) of the activated
sludge has been conrmed to be a practical approach for
promoting the EPS yields, which is benecial to both the EPS
source and sludge stabilization.7 The extracted EPS has also
been found to be a superior biosorbent for the reclamation of
metal ions from wastewater.6,12,13 The roles of STAD in the WAS
treatment include aerobic digestion and scour elution. Both
could inuence the sludge characteristics and the EPS yields.
Our previous studies showed that with the extension of the
aeration time, a certain amount of the EPS was biodegraded by
some aerobic microbes, resulting in a decrease in the extracted
amount of the EPS from the WAS.14–17 Compared to air aeration,
nitrogen aeration introduces not only a scour elution but also
an anaerobic environment in the system, which would inuence
the bacterial communities, microbial metabolites and sludge
properties.18 However, how nitrogen aeration affects the
production of the EPS from WAS is rarely studied to date.
Moreover, the inuences of nitrogen aeration on the spatial
distribution and metal adsorption of the EPS in WAS need to be
elucidated.

In this study, nitrogen was used to sparge the WAS to
produce a scour elution in an anaerobic environment. To eval-
uate its inuence on the yields of the EPS from WAS, the
nitrogen aeration of WAS was comparatively conducted along
with both the subsequent air aeration and the direct air aeration
of WAS. Moreover, the inuences of nitrogen aeration on the
spatial distribution and metal adsorption of the EPS in WAS
were systematically investigated.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Experimental setup

All the experiments were conducted in a fermenter (NBS 115,
Eppendorf, Germany) with an effective volume of 7.5 liters. The
returned activated sludge was sampled from a wastewater
treatment plant situated in Ningbo city, China, which employed
an A2/O process to treat the municipal wastewater. The sampled
activated sludge was settled for 30 min, and the supernatant
was decanted. The concentrated sludge was screened by a sieve
with a pore size of 1.2 mm in diameter, and the sludge char-
acteristics were as follows: sludge volume (SV30) of 89–91, mixed
33982 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 33981–33989
liquid suspended solids (MLSS) of 10.5–13.5 g L�1, mixed liquid
volatile suspended solids (MLVSS) of 6.0–6.2 g L�1 and pH 6.5–
7.0. Moreover, four liters of activated sludge was poured into the
jar of the fermenter and aerated by pure nitrogen at the ow rate
of 4.0 L min�1. The DO value was determined by a portable DO
meter (HQ40d, Hach, USA). During nitrogen aeration, the DO
value was almost kept at 0 mg L�1. Aer nitrogen aeration, to
evaluate the effects of oxygen on the changes in the EPS
concentration, subsequent air aeration was performed for 4 h.
Filtered air instead of nitrogen gas was sparged into the system
with the same ow rate, and the DO value was kept at 2–
3 mg L�1. Air aeration was also carried out to compare the
results with those obtained under nitrogen aeration. Each
aeration process continued for 4 h and was executed in tripli-
cate at room temperature. All samples were obtained every hour
to analyze the fractions and the compositions of the different
layers of EPS.

2.2 Extraction of the layers of EPS from WAS

S-EPS: typically, 25 mL homogeneous WAS was added to
a 50 mL centrifugal tube by a syringe equipped on the
fermenter. The tube was centrifuged at 550 rpm for 15 min, and
the supernatant was S-EPS. Then, the excess supernatant was
decanted, and a 0.01 mol L�1 NaCl solution was added to ach-
ieve a total volume of 25 mL; the tubes were stirred thoroughly,
sonicated at 120 W for 2 min, and then centrifuged at
12 000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was LB-EPS. Similarly,
the NaCl solution was added to the tube to re-suspend the
sludge residue. The mixture was sonicated at the higher power
of 210W for 4min, followed by the same centrifugation process.
The supernatant nally obtained was the TB-EPS.

2.3 Pb2+ adsorption of the EPS

Herein, 5 mL of extracted LB-EPS or TB-EPS and 1mL Pb2+ stock
solution at a concentration of 1000 mg L�1 were added to
a 50 mL centrifugal tube. Then, ultrapure water was added to
achieve a total volume of 20 mL. Aer this, the pH was adjusted
to 4.5 with a solution of 0.1 mol L�1 HNO3 and 0.1 mol L�1

NaOH. Aer vigorously stirring the solution at 25 �C and
200 rpm for 2 hours, centrifugation was conducted at
12 000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was diluted for further
determination. The supernatant obtained aer the adsorption
of Pb2+ was diluted 10-fold to achieve a nal concentration of
Pb2+ below 5 mg L�1. The content of Pb2+ was measured by an
inductively coupled plasma emission spectrometer (ICP, PQ
9000 Elite, Germany). The Pb2+ reclamation rate (%) was
calculated according to eqn (1):

Reclamation rate ¼ [(C0 � Ce)/C0] � 100% (1)

where C0 (mg L�1) and Ce (mg L�1) are the initial and nal
concentrations of Pb2+ in the solutions, respectively.

2.4 Analytical methods

2.4.1 Analyses of the chemical composition of EPS. The
contents of PN and PS in the EPS were determined by the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 1 Effects of aeration on the (a) PN and (b) PS contents of the S-
EPS, LB-EPS and TB-EPS extracted from WAS. A and N represent the
aeration by air or nitrogen, respectively. NA represents the additional
aeration after aeration by nitrogen for 4 h.
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modied Lowry method and Anthrone method, respectively,19

and bovine serum albumin (BSA) and glucose were used as the
corresponding standard substances.

2.4.2 Analysis of the three dimensional-excitation emis-
sion matrix (3D-EEM) spectroscopy of the EPS layers. The
extracted EPS was diluted 50-fold to generate a UV254 value less
than 0.3. Aer ltration with a 0.45 mmmembrane, the 3D-EEM
spectra were obtained using a uorescence spectrometer (F-
4600, Hitachi, Japan). An excitation spectrum from 200 to
400 nm and an emission spectrum from 280 to 550 nm with
a slit width of 10 nm were selected.20 The wavelength intervals
for the excitation spectrum and emission spectrum were set to
2 nm and 5 nm, respectively. The scanning speed was pre-set as
2000 nm min�1, and the response time was 5 s.

2.4.3 Fourier transform-infrared assay (FTIR) of the func-
tional groups in the EPS. At 25 �C, the EPS solution was sub-
jected to freeze dehydration using a vacuum freeze dryer
(CHRIST ALPHR 1-2 LD, Germany) to generate powdered EPS,
which was further mixed and ground with KBr (Spectrum pure)
at a ratio of 1 : 200 (w/w). An FTIR spectrometer (Nicolet 5700,
USA) was applied to scan the functional groups in the range of
4000–400 cm�1.21

2.4.4 Morphology of the WAS and EPS. Herein, 1 mL of
WAS was pipetted into a micro-centrifugal tube and concen-
trated by centrifugation (5415R, Eppendorf) at 12 000 rpm for
15 min. Aer discarding the supernatant, the sample was
dehydrated by a series of ethanol solutions and freeze-dried by
a vacuum freeze dryer.22 Then, 5 mL of the extracted EPS or the
Pb2+-adsorbed EPS was pipetted into a tube and freeze-dried by
a vacuum freeze dryer. The sludge and EPS surface structure
and morphology were observed by SEM (Quanta 250 FEG, USA).

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Inuences of nitrogen aeration on the spatial
distribution of the EPS in WAS

The spatial distribution variations of the EPS extracted from the
WAS at different nitrogen aeration times are shown in Fig. 1.
During nitrogen aeration for 4 h, the contents of PN and PS in
the S-EPS gradually increased, and their increasing proportions
were 87% and 72% at 4 h, respectively. Moreover, the contents
of PN and PS in the LB-EPS gradually increased, and their
increasing proportions reached 128.8% and 71.5% at 4 h,
respectively. The contents of PN and PS in the TB-EPS gradually
increased, and their increasing proportions reached 12.2% and
50.4% at 4 h, respectively. However, during air aeration, the
contents of PN and PS in all the layers of EPS, especially in the S-
EPS and LB-EPS, rst increased and then decreased over time.
The contents of PN and PS in the S-EPS and LB-EPS aer
nitrogen aeration were markedly higher than those aer air
aeration; in addition, the PN content in the TB-EPS was slightly
increased when compared with the PS content. In our previous
study, we speculated that in the rst stage of air aeration, the air
scours contributed to the increase in the concentration of EPS;
however, in the later stage, the biodegradation of the EPS by
aerobic microorganisms possibly resulted in a decrease in the
concentration of EPS.14 To validate the results, subsequent air
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
aeration was conducted for 4 h aer nitrogen aeration for 4 h.
The results showed that both the PN and PS contents in all the
layers of EPS decreased continuously, and their reduced
contents were almost equal to those obtained aer direct air
aeration. For nitrogen aeration, the mutual action of the
anaerobic environment and scour elution contributed to the
increase in the contents of PN and PS in all the layers of EPS.
3.2 Inuences of nitrogen aeration on the uorescent
composition of EPS in the WAS

The 3D-EEM uorescence spectra variations for the S-EPS, LB-
EPS, and TB-EPS layers in the WAS obtained by nitrogen aera-
tion or air aeration (4 h, N1–N4) are shown in Fig. 2, 3 and 4,
respectively. The results were also compared with those ob-
tained by subsequent air aeration (4 h, NA1–NA4) and direct air
aeration (4 h, A1–A4). Herein, two primary peaks can be iden-
tied in the uorescence spectra. Peak I with the Ex/Em of 220/
330–350 nm is associated with aromatic protein-like
substances, and peak II with the Ex/Em of 280–285/335–
355 nm is associated with tryptophan protein-like
substances.23–25

As observed from Fig. 2, the uorescence signals of the peaks
I and II for the S-EPS increased with an increase in the nitrogen
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 33981–33989 | 33983



Fig. 2 Variations in the 3D-EEM spectra of the S-EPS during aeration. N1–N4: nitrogen aeration for 1–4 h at the intervals of one hour. The same
is shown below. NA1–NA4: air aeration after nitrogen aeration for 1–4 h. A1–A4: air aeration for 1–4 h.

Fig. 3 Variations in the 3D-EEM spectra of the LB-EPS during aeration. N1–N4: nitrogen aeration for 1–4 h at the intervals of one hour. The same
is shown below. NA1–NA4: air aeration after nitrogen aeration for 1–4 h. A1–A4: air aeration for 1–4 h.

33984 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 33981–33989 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 4 Variations in the 3D-EEM spectra of the TB-EPS during aeration. N1–N4: nitrogen aeration for 1–4 h at the intervals of one hour. The same
is shown below. NA1–NA4: air aeration after nitrogen aeration for 1–4 h. A1–A4: air aeration for 1–4 h.
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aeration time. The uorescence intensity (FI) values of the
peaks I and II for the S-EPS increased by about 86.0% and
156.0% (Table 1) aer 4 h of nitrogen aeration, respectively.
When subsequent air aeration was conducted, the FI values for
the peaks I and II decreased by about 69.2% and 85.8%,
respectively, which were consistent with the changes observed
in the uorescence spectra.

For the LB-EPS (Fig. 3) and TB-EPS (Fig. 4), similar variations
in the uorescence spectra and FI were found. Under nitrogen
aeration conditions, the FI values of the peaks I and II for the
LB-EPS gradually increased by about 66.2% and 107.8% aer
4 h, respectively. When air aeration was used aer nitrogen
aeration from 5 h to 8 h, the FI values of the peaks I and II
Table 1 Fluorescence intensities of the peaks I and II of the EPS fraction

EPS fractions

Fluorescence intensity

WAS
WAS obtained by
4 h nitrogen aeration

Peak I Slime 570 1060
LB 1087 1807
TB 1515 2550

Peak II Slime 220 563
LB 256 532
TB 473 960

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
gradually decreased and were reduced by about 49.0% and
43.6% at the end, respectively (Table 1). For the TB-EPS, the FI
values of the peaks I and II gradually increased by about 68.3%
and 103.0% for nitrogen aeration aer 4 h, respectively.
However, the FI values of the peaks I and II decreased by about
27.4% and 14.3% at the end (Table 1), respectively, when air
aeration was carried out aer nitrogen aeration from 5 h to 8 h.

By comparing N1–N4 and A1–A4, as shown in Fig. 2–4, it was
found that the FI values of the peaks I and II in the case of
nitrogen aeration were higher than those in the case of air
aeration (Table 1); this indicated that more EPS production
could be obtained by the nitrogen aeration of the WAS. Under
the anaerobic environment of nitrogen aeration, some
s extracted from WAS treated by different modes

WAS obtained by 4 h nitrogen aeration
and subsequent 4 h air aeration

WAS obtained by
4 h air aeration

326 266
921 991

1852 2117
80 110

300 300
823 889

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 33981–33989 | 33985



Table 2 Pb2+ reclamation rates for the EPS fractions extracted from
WAS treated by different modesa

Samples

Pb2+ reclamation rate (%)

LB-EPS TB-EPS

WAS 28.2 42.4
N-2 h 54.2 62.9
N-4 h 61.1 63.6
NA-2 h 49.7 63.3
NA-4 h 42.7 62.1
A-2 h 37.6 53.7
A-4 h 39.5 61.6

a WAS represents the original activated sludge. N-2 h and N-4 h
represent the WAS sparged by nitrogen for 2 h and 4 h, respectively.
NA-2 h and NA-4 h represent the WAS sparged by nitrogen for 4 h
followed by air for 2 h and 4 h, respectively. A-2 h and A-4 h represent
the WAS sparged by air for 2 h and 4 h, respectively.
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microbial cells disintegrated and released the EPS. The aerobic
biodegradation of the EPS decreased, and certain microorgan-
isms still secreted some type of EPS.26 Therefore, the anaerobic
environment and gas scour might be responsible for the
increase in the concentration of EPS.
Fig. 5 FTIR spectra of the extracted LB-EPS (a), TB-EPS (b) LB-EPS after
from WAS by nitrogen or air aeration.

33986 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 33981–33989
3.3 Inuences of nitrogen aeration on Pb2+ adsorption by
the EPS

3.3.1 Pb2+ adsorption by the EPS. The inuences of
nitrogen aeration on Pb2+ adsorption by the LB-EPS and TB-EPS
were investigated, whereas the inuences of nitrogen aeration
on Pb2+ adsorption by the S-EPS were not studied due to the low
concentration of S-EPS in the EPS. As shown in Table 2, the Pb2+

reclamation rates obtained by the LB-EPS extracted from
nitrogen-aerated WAS were signicantly higher than those in
the case of the air-aerated WAS. For the LB-EPS, the maximum
Pb2+ reclamation rate reached about 61.1% aer nitrogen
aeration, which was only 39.5% for air aeration. For the TB-EPS,
because of the similar contents of PN, the two aeration methods
led to similar reclamation rates of Pb2+, i.e. 63.6% and 61.6%,
for the nitrogen and air aeration, respectively. Overall, aer 4 h
aeration, the production of the EPS extracted by nitrogen aera-
tion was superior to that in the case of air aeration, contributing
to the higher reclamation rate of Pb2+. The nitrogen aeration
signicantly enhanced the Pb2+ adsorption of the LB-EPS. Aer
the 4 h nitrogen aeration, the subsequent air aeration made the
Pb2+ adsorption of the LB-EPS decrease sharply from 61.1% to
42.7%. The results were in line with the decrease in the LB-EPS
content resulting from biodegradation by aerobic
microorganisms.
the adsorption of Pb2+ (c) and TB-EPS after the adsorption of Pb2+ (d)

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 6 SEM images of WAS (a) before and (b) after being aerated by
nitrogen for 4 h. The EPS extracted from WAS aerated by nitrogen (c)
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3.3.2 Functional groups of EPS before and aer the
adsorption of Pb2+. Fig. 5a and b show the functional group
region in the FTIR spectra of the LB-EPS and TB-EPS obtained
from WAS that underwent nitrogen or air sparging. Several
studies have reported the key functional groups in the EPS of
WAS.4,12,13,21,25,27–31 A broad, intense, stretching peak between
3420 and 3440 cm�1 appeared in all the samples, which was
characteristic for –OH (mainly existing in phenolics, alcoholic
hydroxyls, and polysaccharides) and –NH2. The adsorption peak
between 2950 and 2920 cm�1 indicates the asymmetric
stretching vibration of –CH2–. The absorption band at around
1650 cm�1 is characteristic for the stretching vibration of
–COOH. The adsorption band at 1542 cm�1 is distinctive for the
stretching vibration of C–N and the deformation vibration of
the N–H of Amide II in proteins. The adsorption bands at 1410
and 1385 cm�1, characteristic for the stretching vibration of
C]O and the deformation vibration of –OH, are commonly
found for carboxylates and phenolic hydroxyls, respectively. The
adsorption peak between 1190 and 1000 cm�1 indicates the
stretching vibration of C]C and asymmetric stretching vibra-
tion of C–O–C. The adsorption band at 1247 cm�1 is charac-
teristic for the stretching vibration of C–O.

Fig. 5c and d show the functional group region in the FTIR
spectra of the Pb2+-adsorbed LB-EPS and TB-EPS obtained from
the raw WAS, nitrogen or air-aerated sludge, respectively; for
both the LB-EPS and the TB-EPS, the intensity of the peak at
around 3401 cm�1 became weak, indicating that –OH and –NH2

were involved in the adsorption process. The decrease and even
disappearance of the peaks between 2950 and 2920 cm�1 aer
the adsorption of Pb2+ indicated that the –CH2– asymmetric
stretching vibration was a consequence of adsorption. The
absorption bands at around 1639 cm�1 are characteristic for the
stretching vibration of –COOH. The apparent shi in –COOH
aer the adsorption of Pb2+ indicates that the hydrogen ions
existing in the carboxyl groups are replaced by Pb2+. Thus, an
ion exchange between the functional groups and the metal ions
should take place during the adsorption process. The decline in
the C–N stretching vibration and N–H deformation vibration of
Amide II in the proteins at 1540 cm�1 meant they participated
in the adsorption process. The intensity of the adsorption peak
at 1386 cm�1 dramatically increased aer the binding of Pb2+,
indicating that the stretching vibration of C]O and the defor-
mation vibration of –OH were involved in the adsorption
process. The disappearance of the peak at 1247 cm�1 indicated
that the stretching vibration of C–O was also involved in the
adsorption process. The results showed that the functional
groups in the EPS responsible for the adsorption of Pb2+ mainly
consisted of –OH, –NH2, –CH2–, –COOH, C–N, N–H, C]O, C]
C, C–O, and C–O–C. Previous studies have mentioned that
proteins and carbohydrates are the main extracellular
compounds that have functional groups such as carboxyl
(–COOH), hydroxyl (–OH), and amide (N–H), which are
primarily involved in metal ion binding.

3.3.3 Morphology analysis of the WAS and EPS by SEM.
The SEMmorphology variations of WAS before and aer the 4 h
nitrogen aeration are shown in Fig. 6. Signicant aky
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
substances and a meshy structure appeared around the raw
activated sludge (Fig. 6a), which should have resulted from the
EPS on the surface of the activated sludge. Aer nitrogen
before and (d) after the adsorption of Pb2+.

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 33981–33989 | 33987
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aeration (Fig. 6b), the aky substances almost disappeared, and
the size of the oc reduced, which should have resulted from
the scour of the sludge ocs by aeration. Moreover, the EPS on
the surface of the sludge ocs was released into the solution.

Fig. 6c shows the SEM images of the EPS obtained from the
nitrogen aeration before the adsorption of Pb2+. Original EPS
shows a meshy structure with small branches, which are longer,
ner and denser. Fig. 6d shows the SEM image of the Pb2+-
adsorbed EPS obtained from nitrogen aeration. More large aky
substances and a rough surface topography appeared aer the
adsorption of Pb2+. This indicated that Pb2+ was attached to the
edge of the EPS and present as small particles, which further
deposited on the surface of the EPS by surface precipitation.
This nding was similar to that of the EPS extracted from the
WAS subjected to air sparging.3,32,33
4. Conclusions

Herein, nitrogen aeration was disclosed to signicantly improve
the contents of PS in the S-EPS, LB-EPS and TB-EPS as well as
the PN content in the S-EPS and LB-EPS extracted from theWAS.
The PN content in the TB-EPS slightly increased. During
nitrogen aeration, the compositions and fractions of the EPS
gradually increased and were different from those obtained
aer air aeration. The changes in the uorescence intensities of
the peaks I and II for the S-EPS, LB-EPS and TB-EPS were basi-
cally consistent with the variations in their concentrations.
Especially, nitrogen aeration could dramatically improve the
contents of the protein-like substances in the S-EPS and LB-EPS
as compared to air aeration. The Pb2+ reclamation rates of the
LB-EPS extracted from the nitrogen-aerated WAS were much
higher than those in the case of the air-aerated WAS. The FTIR
results further indicated that nitrogen aeration could improve
the contents of the functional groups, primarily –OH, –COOH
and –NH2, which were responsible for the binding of heavy
metals, in both the LB-EPS and TB-EPS. The SEM analyses
veried that the nitrogen scour contributed to the release of the
EPS from the sludge ocs into the solution, and the Pb2+

reclamation was achieved by the attachment of Pb2+ onto the
edge of the EPS followed by surface precipitation.
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